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Introduction

This project, ...message ends?, has proved to be a distillation process.  While it has involved 

around 1,000  images in its development, including images shot in 2018 with some pre-

planning in mind, the whole effort finally focusses on a series of just four.  There is a 

substantial collection of others that can be seen as developmental but are capable of 

standing sufficiently well to make up a supporting portfolio for the four-part work entitled 

Joyce had never been abroad before (Fig.1)  

The whole project, with its focus on Joyce... is a distillation from ideas expressed in my initial

proposal of December 2018 (Appendix 1) which reflected an attempt at a continuation of 

2018’s The unreliability of memory at sea level (www.andywhysall.com/the-unreliability-of-

memory).  That project looked at the old family photograph in a context of a lifetime of 

memory, and how, despite the visual prompt towards the truth, a small picture can make us

believe almost anything is true.  

While The unreliability... set out to sidestep the literal, I wanted to step further away and set

about exploring a number of potential ideas viewed from a new angle to take the basic 

memory theme forward but as a subtle subtext to the question of the mechanical structure 

and physicality of the photograph.  I hope that locating the images within some of the 

(possibly) most well-known critical theory has given them a strength to stand up on their 

own.  

      

Fig.1 Andy Whysall, Joyce had never been abroad before, 2019.

http://www.andywhysall.com/the-unreliability-of-memory
http://www.andywhysall.com/the-unreliability-of-memory
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...message ends? examines the printed image only; its themes are the physical nature of the 

photograph and what happens to the message therein when the photograph is essentially 

destroyed, or at least in the process of destruction.  In the photographs that are the 

project’s subjects the images are never seen except in fragmentary nature, although they 

are indicatively titled.

The question of the destruction of digital ‘images’, which probably exist more as ideas and 

are only electrical charges on memory cards and hard drives, is entirely a different matter 

and is not part of this project.  

Secondary research

The destruction aspect of this project came before I had considered exactly how the 

physicality of the photograph was going to be represented.  It came from Grayson Perry 

recalling a childhood incident (Morrison et al., 2013) when his mother burned all the family 

photographs after his father died and just before his step-father moved in.  Until he was a 

teenager nobody in the family owned a camera: ‘Family snaps are somehow celebratory of 

the good times so there was little motivation to record our lives’.

John Darwell (2019) described a shocked response at a photography workshop where 

attendees were asked to bring a family photograph which they were then invited to burn.  

The moments described by Perry and Darwell raise questions about the value of the 

photographic image and the act of photography to the individual.

There is not room here to discuss in detail emotional attachment to certain photographs.  At

a simpler level that attachment affects a photographer’s practice; Randall Romano (2016) 

describes how it affects his editing and explains a process he uses to break, or reduce, that 

attachment.  There are much deeper emotional attachments where photographs become 
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far more than simply symbols of people or events.  Psychologist Mary C. Lamia (2012) 

considers ‘cued recall’ resulting from symbolic objects or actions, and little can be more 

directly symbolic or even totemic than a photograph.  

We may poke fun at the idea of the act of photography taking the spirit away, but we fear 

the destruction of the resulting image.  In searching for a photograph of his mother, Barthes 

was looking obsessively for that symbol to give him the cued recall for which he was 

desperate.

I considered Walter Benjamin’s (2008) thoughts on the value of an original image, a one-off, 

against that of a mechanically made reproduction.  There must be a difference between 

burning a repeatable image that was churned out of a computer printer the other day and 

burning one that was made on film in 1935 and for which there is no existing negative.  For 

full effect, we should burn print and irreplaceable negative together.

Roland Barthes’ thoughts on the physical mass of a photograph ‘wholly ballasted by the 

contingency of which it is the weightless, transparent envelope’ (1993, p.5) and his ‘fatality’ 

where there is ‘no photograph without something or someone’ (p.6) continue to intrigue 

and become truer with further consideration.

The more I considered the views of Benjamin and Barthes the more convinced I was of a 

need to distil the thinking into a main work exploring those ideas supported by a series of 

developmental works, which I hoped would show a train of thought within the surrounding 

explorations.

Pablo Picasso’s statement that ‘the urge to destroy is also a creative urge’ is explored by 

Sebastian Smee (2018) who looks at Banksy’s connection to Picasso’s thinking in reference 

to the part-shredding of Girl with balloon, manipulating it into a new work which he then 

retitled Love is in the bin (Fig.2).  Smee cites destruction as a long-term ‘calling card’ of the 
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avant-garde.  He quotes Joan Miro and his intention, in 1931, ‘to destroy, destroy everything

that exists in painting.’

Fig.2 Banksy shreds his Girl with a balloon into Love is in the bin by remote control, 2018.  Youtube.

It is unavoidable to consider a key Barthesian idea of the memory held within a photograph. 

But to wonder what happens to that memory on the image’s destruction might prove 

perplexing.  Linda Henkel’s 2013 research on the effect of photography on memories of a 

museum visit, and Chen (2013) and Chalabi’s (2017) subsequent input reveal interesting 

ideas (condensed in Appendix 2), but nobody seems to adequately consider what happens 

to the photo’s associated memory after its ‘death’.  

Primary research

It has not proved difficult to find artists who have set out to damage their work in various 

levels of manipulation.  I feel that most are pulling punches and I include myself in that, 

because damage is all that is being achieved.  Even the sooty marks left on a cloth by the act

of wiping up ashes of a burned photograph are still that photograph, and the act of 

photographing every damaged, manipulated, destroyed photograph gives it a new 

existence.
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Photographers are selective in the damage they do to their work, or to that of others.  

Brazilian artist Lucas Simões burns the faces of portrait images and exhibits the result 

(Fig.3).  Vivian Hua (2012) says great skill is needed to produce a broad gamut of emotions 

from such a ‘carnal act’.

Fig.3 Lucas Simoēs , from ausencia series, no date.

More extensive burning, but still selective, is done by Lauren Carr (2012), this time retaining 

the subject of the image (Fig.4).  Carr simply seems to be pursuing this process mainly 

because she enjoys it and is not looking for anything further.

  
Fig.4 Lauren Carr, Burned photographs, 2012.

Seba Kurtis’ Shoe box (2010) (Fig.5) makes a virtue of flood damage to family photographs, 

but unlike most others, the Argentinian begins to examine the physicality of the damaged 
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prints further by showing us their backs with dye bleeds from neighbouring photographs on 

them.

Fig.5 Seba Kurtis, from Shoebox (backs), 2010

In a youtube video, ASMR Burning photograph on campfire (Stormgebieder, 2012) (Fig.6), 

we see what in one place was the complete destruction of an image of a young man and 

woman, but it simply exists now in another form and place which may now linger on the 

Internet forever.  The title tells us that the artist is looking for the destruction of the image 

to produce an involuntary tingle or shiver in the viewer (‘Autonomous sensory meridian 

response’, 2019).  We know nothing about the couple or their photograph.  We 

automatically assume the end of a relationship, or a clearing out of baggage or evidence.  

While the video has been online for more than six years, there are no public comments 

(comments are enabled).  
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Fig.6 Stormgebieder, ASMR Burning photograph on campfire, 2012. 

In Buried (2006) (Fig.7) Stephen Gill buried photographs in earth, but only to distress them,  

to an unpredictable degree, always with the intention of digging them up.

Fig.7 Stephen Gill (2006) Buried

As for the physicality of images, Veronica Bailey’s 2003 images from 2 Willow Road revisited 

(Fig.8) show end-on views of letters and photographs hidden in books, revealing the 

insubstantiality of the substrate on which Barthes’ marks lie.
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Fig.8 Veronica Bailey, Man Ray, 2003

Primary research through practice

My original tests showed photographs held upright with coloured bulldog clips, but after a 

suggestion from Alice Myers, I experimented with making photographs appear self-

supporting.  While I was uncertain about the message that self-standing sheets of paper 

conveyed in relation to Barthes and the intention of the project, I felt I could rationalise that

as a catalyst of debate.  I also liked the elegance of the freestanding images and chose to 

pursue that idea.

A number of early ideas for the project used various metaphors for memory but they and a 

potentially over-complex digital collage idea were left behind by the end of January. Since 

then most of the research on this project has by necessity been in my own practice, for 

example, latterly finding ways to give some sense of intention to the fragments of 

‘destroyed’ photographs, finding ways to get some to burn in a sustained manner and more 

latterly getting photographs to appear self-supporting, and constructing an effective 

environment in which to photograph them.
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I propose to discuss here mostly the thinking surrounding the four images in Joyce had never

been abroad before since they are the distillate from the whole process.  The rest of the 

project is very much the supporting feature, although the idea of a sequential work for 

Joyce... came from the rather bigger sequence Three young women, an old man and a 

tourist (Fig.9) which, early on, I fancied as the major work in the project.

Encouragement to focus on the idea of physicality and destruction, and then to narrow that 

idea down considerably, came from a tutorial with Prof. Robert Williams.  Post-crit, it 

became apparent that it was the early Joyce... work that was most capable of the finest 

focus and it was already proving more engaging than the more predictable Three young 

women... .

 

Fig.9 Andy Whysall, Three young women, an old man and a tourist, 2019.
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While the coloured bulldog clips, in early versions of what would become Joyce..., provide a 

splash of colour (Fig.10), they also had a key function in suggesting, that the photograph 

needs external input to have any real substance, or even existence, as such.  This in the 

same way that Barthes suggests that without subject, photographer or viewer to separately 

interpret the marks on the paper, the photograph has no intrinsic strength to support itself 

as anything meaningful.

      
Fig.10 Andy Whysall,  Early iteration of Joyce had never been abroad before where the photographic prints

have an obvious means of support, 2019

Showing the prints apparently holding themselves upright implies the opposite, that there is

an intrinsic strength in a photograph that supports it as such and that it needs no external 

intervention to give it value.  The idea appears to contradict Barthes and usefully opens the 

floor for discussion.

I consciously chose to avoid showing the images on the subject photographs, thus depriving 

the viewer of the ability to make a judgement or take a standpoint on the images being 

‘destroyed’.  The viewer has no reason to disbelieve the titles I have provided and is free to 

search for evidence in what can be seen.  Sometimes there is none.  I experimented with 

showing a recognisable image as it was being destroyed but dismissed the idea (Fig.11)
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Fig.11 Andy Whysall (2019) Left: Wedding cake (rejected).  Right: Wedding cake the final image     

Further discussion

I intend for the viewer to feel a heightened curiosity when looking at images of the edge of 

paper, shreds, ashes, and dust.  This could be the viewer being more curious than the 

photographer in the scopic-drive stakes (Bate, 2016).  But I have removed knowledge by 

never showing the intact image, so the pleasure derived from viewing that image, should 

there be any, must be turned on its head when trying to make sense of one destroyed or 

massively distressed, or simply hidden by the viewing angle.  The viewer might contemplate 

why these images were chosen for destruction in the first place. 

The shredded, chopped and burned photographs in this project, and the photographs of 

these photographs, carry the Barthesian flags and they will also be carrying the Benjamin 

banner, making comparison and contrast between original and reproduction.  Some of these

images are digital inkjet prints, so repeatable mechanical reproductions; some are C-type 

prints for which I only might still have the negatives; some are 35mm transparencies, so the 

original film that was in the camera.  Of the prints, I do not say which is reproducible, but 

the esoteric question arises of whether the remnants of Benjamin’s aura in the ashes of 
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original, irreplaceable prints are richer than any aura that may have accrued in the 

incinerated mechanical copy.  Is one remnant more charismatic?  

With reference to the photo-associated-memory aspect of the project, a question that must 

be asked is what memory does the photograph hold?  The answer will clearly be different 

for everybody who sees the photograph; Lamia’s cued recall comes into play.  It will be 

meaningful to some and not at all to others.  But those who cherish a picture, do they 

remember the actual moment and the subject of the photograph – an event, a person, in 

fact what was once called ‘the Kodak moment’ (Love, no date).  Is the image an aide-

memoire, the cue, the catalyst that brings back the memory?  Or is it everything, which is to 

say has the photograph become memory and Kodak moment together, mattering more than

the original event, and is everything lost in its destruction?
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APPENDIX 1 

Proposal for FMP from 3rd Yr. 1st Sem. Research report.

More memory

This is early days in this thinking, but I want to use my final major project to complement 

The unreliability of memory at sea level by adding real people to it in the form of a series of 

portraits.  In the same way that memory is incredibly complex, I want the messages from 

the portraits to be complex, probably shot in locations where problems (or solutions) arise: 

lost keys, tv remote, name, address, lost hope, that eureka moment etc.

 The intention would be that the images reveal a broad variety of people and perhaps break 

misconceptions - from how we do not necessarily have to be geriatric, or struggling with the

menopause, or a head injury to have an unreliable memory, to how we do not have to be a 

genius to have an amazing memory, to how photographs can be a boon in aiding memories 

good and bad.  It is probably fair to say that this project would provide a real population for 

The unreliability of memory at sea level.

I am hoping that, eventually, visitors to Facebook and other social media pages will respond 

to my asking them to tell me about their experiences with memory.  Even if it is just to say ‘I 

forgot my pin number but the minute I went to the ATM to change it, I remembered’, or ‘I 

memorised the railway time-table’, or ‘Sausage rolls remind me of that picture of my 

grandma’ (or vice versa). 

Thus, some of the portraits can be indirect, inasmuch as the sausage roll, car keys etc. can 

represent the person who is reminded or is still forgetting.  Portraits of things forgotten or 

how things of which we are reminded.  The portraits will, in a similar way to The 

unreliability... include some found images of people who have died, but whom I know to 

have been keepers of significant memories, or who were known for forgetfulness.
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A big inspiration to continue the memory theme came from Morrison et al. (2013) in their 

Guardian article on how photography has had what one might call all the correct Barthesian 

effects on their lives, in terms of ‘time, mortality and memory’.  Among the writers and 

artists involved, Grayson Perry recalls how his mother burned all the family photographs 

after his father died and just before his step-father moved in.  Until he was a teenager 

nobody in the family owned a camera: ‘Family snaps are somehow celebratory of the good 

times so there was little motivation to record our lives’.   

I do not doubt that the above themes and directions will need to be thinned down, but at 

this early stage I am looking at a broader picture.

Appendix 2 

Experiments on the effect of photography on memory; Henkel, Chen and Chalabi   

This material was also included as an appendix in the research for The unreliability...  Its 

inclusion here is useful to explain some thinking on the effect of photography on the 

memory of the photographer.

***

Linda A. Henkel (2013) described groups of students photographing given objects in a 

museum, and how that process of photographing the whole object seemed to have a 

‘detrimental effect’ on the students’ memory of it.  This is despite the students spending 

time setting up the camera while looking at the objects.  The act of photographing, she says,

‘appears to dismiss the object from memory’ giving the camera permission to do the 

remembering.

But in zooming in on part of a museum object, the researchers found that the students’ 

memories of that part, and indeed the whole object, were detailed and accurate.  Henkel 
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says this suggests that ‘the additional attentional and cognitive processes engaged in this 

focused activity can eliminate the photo-taking impairment effect’.

She suggests research into whether freedom to choose what is photographed produced 

similar effects because one has to assume that people take pictures of things they want to 

remember.  She also suggests that research had previously shown the value of the 

photograph in helping retrieve experiences from memory, but that many people are 

discouraged from accessing and reminiscing over digital photographs because there are too 

many and are often stored haphazardly.  Online photo-sharing means families spend less 

time together looking at photographs.

Jenny Chen (2013) found that the act of moving a collection of digital images from iPad to 

computer brought out ‘the full panoply of emotions from memories long forgotten’.  She 

says that, if it wasn’t captured by the camera, it never happened, but accepts that may be 

true only to a limited extent. 

Chen refers to an experiment where researchers expected that people who were told their 

photographs would be saved would remember less about what they photographed than 

those who were told their photographs would be deleted.  But the results revealed no real 

difference between the two groups’ memories, and the researchers concluded that the 

motivation to take the photographs was important.  

Mona Chalabi (2017) says the scientists forget to take into account that many photographs 

are not about recording detail but about ‘registering an emotion’; the level of the 

photographer’s interest in a subject is important; memory is often about words around us, 

such as the object labels in museums; and different people at different times might well see 

and remember objects differently, camera or no camera.
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